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Tool box for truck bed harbor freight

TACKLIFE Belt Sander 3×18-inch 13Pcs Grinding Belts, Pink Sander Variable Speed Driving, Fixed Screw Clamps, Dust Box, Vacuum Adapters, 10Feet (3 meters) Length Power Cord PSFS1A  -2 1: Pink &amp; Belt Sander Equipped with two metal screw clamps, TACK LIFE belt sander can be rotated over the table and fixed,
acting... .13Pcs Grinding Belts - Come 6pcs 120 pct and 7pcs 80 things alumina grinding belts, saving your money by fulfilling the requirements...  &amp;Power &amp;amp; Variable-Speed Design®5 Amp engine offers great power grinding surface, providing effective removal and high quality finish.... Campaign availability and
prices may change at any time on Amazon. The information on this page is accurate as of 01/20/20/20 at 19:45 CST. Get an additional discount of up to 49% on the list price above this ⚡ Deal, expires at 1/20 of 3:30 pm cst, while deliveries last. Check out other AMAZING deals on Amazon! LIANTRAL Survival Camp Axe Folding Tactical
Axe with Coat Bull Skull Ax for Stump &amp; Bull Skull Survival AXE -AxeHead Designed To Shape Bull Skull, Which Is Novel and Powerful. Includes features chop, cut,... -AEP MATERIAL-Axe head is made of steel, handle and extension rods made of durable thick aluminum alloy. Designed and produced ... -ADJUSTABLE LENGTH-
LIANTRAL camping axe designed for extension bars, you can adjust the length of the handle according to your needs. Compare... Campaign availability and prices may change at any time on Amazon. The information on this page is accurate from 01/20/2021 at 12:44 am CST. Save 50.0% of selected products with LIANTRAL promo
code 50WJ4JUZ through 1/20 while deliveries last. Check out other AMAZING deals on Amazon! For a limited time Ace Hardware has 9 Craftsman items on sale for just $9.99 each. To receive a discount, you must be a member of ace rewards. Free store delivery is available for all items. CLICK HERE to check out more AMAZING
DEALS WITH Ace Hardware! Campaign availability and prices may change at any time on Amazon. The information on this page is accurate as of 01/20/20/2000 at 02:22 CST. Save 45.0% of selected products with MOTORHEAD promo code 4524MHLED via 2/17 while deliveries last. *Here's another code 16th version. Check out other
AMAZING deals on Amazon! BBG4x4 Heavy Duty Recovery Tow Strap 3 x 30 ft SUV, trucks and jeep + free storage bag and wrap Tie ✅ best recovery strap 7% MAX stretch, no other strap compares - BBG4x4 strap makes your off-road trip a breeze. You can pull out... ✅ pull your stuck vehicle safely or we will return your money! -
Unlike the average tow straps that break after 6 months, professionals use our ... ✅ fruit log, stump removal easy, only extreme duty strap - You can use your BBG4x4 puinas to remove fallen trees, stumps, shrubs easily.... Campaign availability and prices may change at any time on Amazon. Added information this page is accurate as of
01/20/20/20 at 07:15 CST. Save 30.0% of selected products with BBG4x4 promo code 30SOIYU2 via 1/31 while deliveries last. Check out other AMAZING deals on Amazon! Campaign availability and prices may change at any time on Amazon. The information on this page is accurate as of 01/20/20/200/2010 CST. Check out other
AMAZING deals on Amazon! Contains 3-speed effects on Driver &amp;amp; Brushless Gypsum Screw Gun Contains Plasterboard Cut-Out Tool, (2) 5.0Ah Batteries, Charger and Bag Compatible w/ All (200+) DEWALT 20-Volt MAX Batteries &amp;amp; Chargers $279 Free shipping on orders over $199. Other retailers: Amazon: Check
the price. Home Depot: $449 Lowes: $449 CLICK HERE to check out more AMAZING deals with Acme Tools! Crescent 170 Pc. General Purpose Tool Set - Closed Case - CTK170CMP2 Updated version of the best-selling CTK170CMP, this new kit is new &amp;amp; Sturdier blow mold case as well as new &amp; advanced Crescent
screwdriversIncluding a carefully selected range of hand tools needed for most industrial, mechanical and consumer applicationsSet contains 1/4 inch, 3/8 inch &amp; 1/2 inch draw tools (SAE &amp; Metric). Drive Type 6 and 12 Point.Drive Tang Size 1/4 inches, 3/8 inches, 1/2... Campaign availability and prices may change at any time
on Amazon. The information on this page is accurate as of 01/20/20/20 at 7:05 pm CST. Home Depot: $105.48 (UPI) -- As of 19/19/21, at 12:55 p.m., this item is at its lowest price since June 2020. Check out other AMAZING deals on Amazon! DEWALT 20V MAX Combo Kit, Compact 5-Tool (DCK521D2) Dcd780 20 Volt max Lithium drill;
a fast gearbox that ensures 2 speeds (0 600 &amp; 0 2,000 rpm) for various fastening and drilling doses... Dcf885 20 Volts max Lithium impact driver; offers 1 hands loading your 1/ 4 inch hex chuck, which accepts 1 inch bit tipsDcs393 20 Volts max Lithium circular saw; The 6 1/2 inch Carbide blade can be cut from 2x4 feet to 45 degrees
at an angle per pass promotion availability and prices can change at any time on Amazon. The information on this page is accurate as of 01/20/20/2007 CST. Home Depot: $299 (OOS) Lowes: $529 Acme Tools: $529 ToolUp: $529 ToolNut: $529 Check out other AMAZING deals on Amazon! COMPLETE TOOL SET Includes a wide
range of tools ideal for common tasks such as sockets, pliers, screwdrivers, bits, wrench and hammer 72 TOOTH RATCHET 72-rack, Quick Release Ratchet turns fasteners into just 5 swing arcs to work in limited areas PROFESSIONAL sockets, size 5/32-inch/4mm up to 9/16-inch/13mm, feature off-corner charging design to reduce
fasteners rounding up GREAT STARTER SET Toolkit suitable to start or complete tool collection, with professional quality required to solve any work $47.99 Free shipping of prime standard members. Other retailers: Amazon: Check the price. * SATA Tools are made by Apex. Apex also owns other tool brands such as GearWrench and
Crescent. CLICK HERE to check AMAZING tegeleb Woot! Woot! is a new promo for Milwaukee Tools! Today and tomorrow they will take $25 off select Milwaukee tool orders for $100+. Your discount is automatically valid at checkout, no promo code is required. Remember ToolNut is free shipping on orders of $99+ or $8 for flat rate
shipping orders that don't reach that threshold. This is the perfect time to pick up a tool that usually doesn't go on sale or doesn't fall for free bare tool/free battery promos. STANLEY manufactures hand tools and storage for professional residential builders and those who require the construction, manufacture, repair and demolition of high-
quality tools. Solid. Tried and true. For those who are willing to smear their hands to raise the bar. Reliable hand tools and storage from 1843STANLEY slot and ratchet kits are built to provide a full-life warranty and a variety of SAE and Metric sets of chrome and black chrome finish Packed with all the essential tools to measure, cut and
build STANLEY tool kits to provide a variety of tool combinations to match each project. STANLEY toolboxes, tool bags, toolboxes, cabinets, organizers, mobile units and other tool storage capabilities keep tools, accessories and fasteners safely on the site or at home. STANLEY Organizers offer a simple, professional recording
organization and access to your small parts and accessories. STANLEY, STANLEY FATMAXRely on STANLEY for utility knives, pocket knives, replacement knives, snap-off knives, safety knives and specialty knives. STANLEY blades fit the most standard utility knives and are available in a variety of styles including hook, snap-off, single
edge, carpet, sunroof, round point and extra heavy duty. Durable and reliable, STANLEY crushing tools and pry bars are available in a variety of sizes and styles to perform any work or project. Sharp and accurate, STANLEY Chisels are available individually and set sizes range from 1/8th in. up to 1-1/2 in. Pick a wide range of reliable
laser levels and spirit levels, including I-beam, torpedo and box beam levels, ranging from 24 inches to 72 inches. This trailer box is made of durable sheet steel and has a weatherproof seal to protect objects from the elements. The easily open lid has gas support that keeps the lid open during operation. The rinse-related closing box can
be locked for security reasons. Easy open lid gas strut help opening and closing Tough black finish abrasion resistance and corrosion protection Heavy duty flush mount locking latch keys Senior Member Join Date: January 2015 Location: East NC Posts: 1599 these are free back before things were changed, HF would have a coupon free



item (free w/any purchase) to add to each weekend's sales ad, and if at the same time they'd have two or three items to choose from for your free one, ... at the time of one of these 3 items to choose from for sale, all three freebees were also on sale for $2 each, ... I went to our local HF interested in two of these items, that by buying one
for $2, I get another I wanted so it doesn't matter what I paid because I only wanted to pay $2 to get them both, ... when I went, I noticed there was a new young lady at the checkout, ... I found two things I came and went to check out where at someone line went straight to the registry and when I approached the registry in search of
coupons on my phone, I heard a young lady say oh, they are free, .... I said, yes, but I have to pay for one as I continued to look for my coupons, .... he said: I got them right here when he pulled his phone out of his pocket and hit them both with a lazer gun before I knew what happened, there you go... but I have to pay one/no, they're
free/, but I have to pay for one to get the other free/not free/are you sure if your manager said that? I know they're free, but I'm going to go ask him/ ... he went to the office (which was only about 10 feet away) but could not find anyone and came back to the register, ... I know they're free because I've given them away all day, .... I didn't
want to embarrass the young lady and by the time a couple of other buyers had come and waited, and I thought for sure the computer would have caught something like this if it wasn't allowed, so I bagged my two free items, thanked her and left, .... checked the receipt truck and certainly enough when he zapped these two coupons on his
phone, they both showed free items, ... I can't help but shake my head and almost laugh out loud every time I think about that young lady who gives these things away all day. ... __ Page 2 12-14-2020, 6:25 #41 Senior Member Enrollment Date: July 2017 Location: North Seattle, WA Posts: 10354 Quote: Originally posted by eaglecrest I
am a LEO family in California and I have heard from them that many business owners as small as large are leaving because of the high cost of business or closure due to no business due to COVID. This leaves less competition and discounts going up and prices rising. The company I retired with also had over 100 retail ca and you
wonder how badly companies can abuse this country. They have taxes, fees, limitations, requirements, etc. that other countries have not even dreamed of. Some companies are able to compete, and even thrive, but only because their product is not something that can be easily ordered online. Try repairing your car on the website if you're
not a DIY mechanic ______ A smart guy can change your mind. never does it. You only get older when you run out of new things to do in the 2018 Flagstaff Micro Lite 25BDS 2004 Nissan Titan 12-14-2020, 7:00 pm #42 Senior Member Join Date: Jan 2012 Location: Independence, Kansas Posts: 717 My Observation is as follows. When
HF first appeared their quality was low and so were their prices. Today their quality is rising and so are their prices, proving once again we get what we pay. 12-14-2020, 07:13 #43 Member Join Date: July 2017 Location: Seattle North, WA Posts: 10,354 Quote: Originally posted by comfun1 My Observation is as follows. When HF first
appeared their quality was low and so were their prices. Today their quality is rising and so are their prices, proving once again we get what we pay. Here's another look at why China-produced goods pay more, resulting in higher prices in places like Harbor Freight: 20gap%20vs. Quote: Chinese wages have risen by about 15-18%/year
since about 2000. As a result, the Chinese labour cost/unit output is now about 3X, which it was in 2000. The article also states that the cost is closing enough, adding other costs, such as shipping, stocks, etc., that Offshoring is no longer a profit maker in the past. The quality rises when the Chinese invested in a more modern tool, etc.
Interesting to read and if everything comes true, it could mean a revival of U.S. manufacturing. The Covid-19 pandemic may be the catalyst that triggers this change. It's certainly a bright light for the problems associated with the supply chain that extends across the Pacific Ocean. ______ A wise man can change his mind. never does it.
You only get older when you run out of new things to do in 2018 Flagstaff Micro Lite 25BDS 2004 Nissan Titan 12-14-2020, 8:04 PM #44 Senior Member Join Date: September 2012 Location: Virginia Posts: 6688 I remember when it was Harbor Freight Salvage Harbor Freight Tools. Still have the tools I bought from them in the 1980s We
have a new store coming to our site soon ..... not so much drive .... ______ 2005 Dodge 3500 Cummins 2017 Wildwood Lodge 4092 BFL 1966 Mustang GT 1986 Mustang SVO Lillie Spoiled Rotten Boxer Mix 12-14-2020, 09:28 #45 Senior Member Join Date: August 2018 Posts: 846 Quote: Originally Posted by Jfkmk I love these free
flashlights! Have you ever read the warning sticker? Wear ANSI-approved goggles??? I buy HF tools if it is something I want to use only once, maybe twice. They're really cheap junk that's not meant to last. I've seen a number of mechanics who are just starting out, buying a bunch of tools from an HF store near me, so I think they're filling
this market. The biggest thing I miss from COVID is their nitrile gloves. All the nitrile gloves these days are at work, you may want to grab some of your way out every day ______ TV - 2020 RAM 3500 Mega Cab SRW with 6.7 Cummins HO &amp; Aisin 6 spd, 4k cargo, 23k towing 2002 GMC Yukon XL 2500, 8.1 liters (496ci), 4L85e and
positraction with 3.73 gears TT - 2013 Dutch Aspen Trail 3130 QBS Great bourbon-almost all San Diego craft beer 12-14-2020, 09:50 #46 Senior Member Join Date: September 2014 Location: Western AZ Posts: 2339 I've got hf stuff over my garage, 9:50 a.m. drill press, air-sniffing, brad and staple, toss, cordless chainsaw, as well as
others. If you think you can use Every day, they are not made for you, they are made by the homeowner. Most of us don't mind spending a big $$ (look at your truck) but don't want a tool sitting in a box that was used for 3x a year. Don't complain if you're cheap! ____ 2018 Wilderness 2450FB 2021 Chevy Silverado 1500 3.0 Duramax 10
Speed 2021 Chevy Traverse LT 2012 Dodge Challenger If you can think you're a person with no effect, try ordering someone else's dog around. 12-17-2020, 7:35 #47 Member Join Date: Nov 2018 Posts: 35 Ive bought some decent things and some junk from Harbor Freight from 1977. 20% coupons get a little near by at Christmas
because they know people poured in there too to buy that junk.... Harbor Freight knows good and well they have a good customer base around Christmas because they are a step above again gifting 12-17-2020, 7:45 am #48 Senior Member Join Date: January 2016 Posts: 313 Expect HF to remove all discounts, cheap Chinese goods are
scarce. _____ 2016 Rockwood 2306 2016 Chevy Colorado Z82 / 2009 Pontiac G8 GT 12-17-2020, 7:47 #49 Member Enrollment Date: July 2019 Posts: 40 I have your own app on my phone. There are always a couple of 20% coupons overlapping dates along with dozens of other coupons that seem to duplicate current advertising. You
don't have to create an account that they don't know (don't care?) if you've already used a coupon so you never need to pay your usual price. Sometimes I've had coupons that seemed to exclude the item I buy so I ask the cashier if they can try it. Often it doesn't work and the cashier says something I don't know why he didn't take it. I'll
enter it manually. Quote: Originally posted by Beachbourbon On Harbor Frieght Tools jumped shark? I have noticed changes ... retired yellow flyer, no 20% off coupon, no free stuff, better deals elsewhere, less friendly staff, bigger overhead ... does anyone else notice a trend that seems to end in Harbor Freight Tools? I just went today
and hey were bragging about 15% off everything on coupon. Turns out it was the same old 20% off coupon.. but now only 15% Is it just me? ____ Mark and Cindy 2020 Rockwood MiniLite 2109S 2006 Toyota Tacoma dual cab 4x4 12-17-2020, 8:00 #50 Senior Member Join What: July 2017 Location: North Seattle, WA Posts: 10,354
Quote: Originally posted by Thatdarncat Ive bought some decent things and some junk from Freight Harbor from 1977. 20% coupons get a little close at Christmas because they know people poured out there too to buy that junk.... Harbor Freight knows good and well they have a good customer base around Christmas because they are a
step above re-gifting I agree that it's not all junk. I still have a hammer and a couple of cold chisels I bought there. Even drill press, but I do not use it to drill bits larger than 1/4. Bigger engine stalls. ______ A wise man can change his mind. A never happens. You only get old when you run out of new things to do in 2018 Flagstaff Micro Lite
25BDS 2004 Nissan Titan 12-17-2020, 8:08 #51 Senior Member Join Date: January 2018 Location: Raleigh, NC Posts: 3557 No Bench Press Quote: Originally Posted by SetauketJeff It works perfectly with old vehicles (like my 71 Super Bee), but unfortunately some newer vehicles need crazy pressure to get them out. And not everyone
has a home bench press that can open 12 or more, and sometimes that's not enough. Not a bench press. Just a big metal toss that resembles that. ____ Larry Sticks and Bricks: Raleigh, NC 2008 Cherokee 38P: at Ivor, VA 12-17-2020, 8:08 #52 Junior Member Join Date: Nov 2020 Posts: 20 This standard practice after building a
customer base. The northerly tool used to be a port commodity. Then prices went up, etc. Just part of their marketing plan 12-17-2020, 8:18 #53 Senior Member Join Date: July 2017 Location: Mid-Upstate NY Posts: 145 Maybe I'm Just Old (well, I actually am, but I deviate as usual), but the whole Harbor Freight thing just never grabbed
me. Several friends have told me that they have the biggest deals, etc., justifying prices so cheap, you can throw away when/when it stops. Call me crazy, but I don't think I want tools that face certain and premature death. My lovely and gracious wife accompanied me to one of their stores last year, just to see what the hype was about.
Pittsburgh tools were not made in Pittsburgh, Chicago Electric tools that were powered by electricity but not made in Chicago. Of course, there were incredible Predator generators (quieter than Honda's single-digit percentage price), which can also be discarded when they stop working. Oh, well... 12-17-2020, 8:21 #54 Junior Member Join
Date: October 2007 Posts: 24 More discounts I have on motor trend subscription and every month is a full page ad and 20% off coupon. My local newspaper always has one. 12-17-2020, 8:22 pm #55 Senior Member Join Date: January 2018 Location: Raleigh, NC Posts: 3557 This belt Quote: Originally posted by TitanMike I agree that it's
not all junk. I still have a hammer and a couple of cold chisels I bought there. Even drill press, but I do not use it to drill bits larger than 1/4. Bigger engine stalls. I had the same problem with a similar Chinese product. I think mine came from Menards in the early 1980s. The problem was that the voltage of the motor was not enough to keep
the belt from slipping. The gazebo stopped, but the engine kept spinning. This happened even when the voltage adjustment screw was all the way in. I put half an inch of wood between the screw and the plate and was able to eliminate the slip. It's still there. A few years ago I bought their belt-disc grinder in their huge warehouse in Dillon,
SC. It was returned and I got it for $25, usually $70 or so. I took it home and--the same thing- the belt ran, but. all but the lightest loads. I heard something else if I listened carefully. It sounded like something was moving. It was all covered in drive belts and leasing belts and shields. I started taking off the covers and I noticed everything
was just finger-proof. The more parts I removed, the more resolve I had to take it completely apart and put things together tightly. When I finally got to the point of taking enough of the ride belt guards away, I found ..... Neither set of screws belt pulley was ever tightened at all! Both pulleys were free to spin their shafts. I've been happy with
this purchase because I put everything together properly. ___ Larry Sticks and Bricks: Raleigh, NC 2008 Cherokee 38P: at Ivor, VA Permanently 12-17-2020, 8:26 #56 Junior Member Join date: July 2016 Location: Ohio Posts: 6 Harbor Trade is the result of supply challenges. My store got hit because it has to shelf items coming from
China. I think that after COVID life HF will return to the past. 12-17-2020, 20:59 pm #57 Senior Member Join date: October 2019 Posts: 190 HT and FI? Quote: Originally Posted by Jim Halifax yes PA has some what ht... You have to look at the product very carefully and then compare with Canadian Tire Corp........................... HT always
had the same old stuff with a free coupon and the discount only had certain items as always..... My days shopping ht are over!!!!.. I won't be returning to the FL in the future!!!!! ... They didn't do very well with this epidemic!!! Define HT and FI? Are these Canadian businesses? ________ua woodland Flagstaff e-pro 14fk Ford Escape Turbo
12-17-2020, 9:07 #58 senior member merger date: July 20 My store was hit because must shelf items come from China. I think that after COVID life HF will return to the past. Unless China is raising prices due to higher labor costs. Even if the tariff continues (if these products are subject). ______ A wise man can change his mind. never
does it. You only get older when you run out of new things to do in 2018 Flagstaff Micro Lite 25BDS 2004 Nissan Titan 12-17-2020, 9:12 pm #59 member Join Date: Jan 2020 Location: Colorado Posts: 52 Quote: Originally Posted by Beachbourbon Has Harbor Frieght Tools Jumped Shark? I have noticed changes ... retired yellow flyer, no
20% off coupon, no free stuff, better deals elsewhere, less friendly staff, bigger overhead ... does anyone else notice a trend that seems to end in Harbor Freight Tools? I just went today and hey were bragging about 15% off everything on coupon. Turns out it was the same old 20% off coupon.. but now only 15% Is it just me? I was there
today and I went on the A-line phone and found a 20% discount. 12-17-2020, 09:17 #60 Junior Member Join Date: February 2020 Posts: 6 Still charging up free LED blue light. Keep about caravan. Just installed it in jupiter power supply before a road trip to Michigan to get the Bigfoot RV leveling system installed. It was nice to have a
crockpot full of stew ready when we stopped for dinner. Added Thumbnails Page 3 12-17-2020, 9:19 #61 Member Join Date: April 2017 Location: Maryland Posts: 33 I went to Harbor Freight york pa to pick up floor slot customer service was terrible . I ask the manager if the sale was still he said no and if I didn't like the price he would put it
back. I needed a jack so I bought it, but I did not go back . I think good help is a hard fine. 12-17-2020, 9:21 #62 Senior Member Join Date: April 2016 Location: Texas Posts: 712 Doing My Best, Not Buying Made in China. I had hf greenhouse for several years. It was recently beaten to by a hailstorm. It could have replaced it with a cheap
second HF greenhouse, but it cost almost twice the HF price to get one the same size as that made in Israel. _____ 2016 RAM 2500 Cummins SLT Lone Star 4X4 LB 2016 Windjammer 3029W Platinum I'm not an expert. But I play one on the Internet. You live and learn, or you don't live long. Remember those who died for us. And
remember who killed them. 12-17-2020, 09:27 #63 Senior Member Join Date: September 2014 Location: Western AZ Posts: 2339 Quote: Originally Posted by Summit1 Maybe I'm just old (well, I actually am, but I deviate as usual), but the whole Harbor Freight thing just never grabbed me. Several friends have told me that they have the
biggest deals, etc., justifying prices so cheap, you can throw away when/when it stops. Call me crazy, but I don't think I want tools that face certain and premature death. My lovely and gracious wife accompanied me to one of their stores last year, just to see what the hype was about. Pittsburgh tools were not made in Pittsburgh, Chicago
Electric tools that were powered by electricity but not made in Chicago. Of course, there were incredible Predator generators (quieter than Honda's single-digit percentage price), which can also be discarded when they stop working. Oh, well... For those of us who can't afford big guy tools $ HF is good, use them a few times a year, work a
big, name tool? Does it matter if it works? Not a pro, but good enough for the average man/girl. Tell your wife that I said hello and a happy and safe vacation to both of you.o) _____ 2018 Wilderness 2450FB 2021 Chevy Silverado 1500 3.0 Duramax 10 speed 2021 Chevy Traverse LT 2012 Dodge Challenger If you can think you're a
person with no effect, ordering someone else's dog around. 12-17-2020, 09:31 #64 Junior Member Join date: Nov 2019 Location: Central Va Posts: 18 Get the app you have all the coupons you need. Also, search your website for the item you want to print or download a coupon on your phone and use at checkout. COVID affects printing
and posting. 12-17-2020, 22:52 #65 Member Date: December 2017 Location: West Slope Sierras Posts: 72 Quote: Originally posted by eaglecrest I am a LEO family in California and I have heard from them that many business owners both small and large are leaving because of the high cost of business or closure due to no business due
to COVID. This leaves less competition and discounts going up and prices rising. I'm second (and third) to that! Lifelong Californians are leaving for insanity, and I'm one of them. By the way, Harbor Freight does online shopping for $10 for a no-limit shipping order. 12-18-2020, 12:11 #66 Junior Member Join Date: April 2020 Posts: 2 Since
30 years of retail worker no they haven't jumped a shark. 15% off was everything, including generators, predator brand, all have no exceptions. I receive emails almost every day from my current campaigns. If you want to go 20% off tho your website and print or show at the cashier's. I shop there often and no, I don't work for them. 12-18-
2020, 8:12 #67 Senior Member Join Date: June 2012 Location: South NM Posts: 6480 Quote: Originally posted by Baddog went to Freight Harbor in York Pa. pick up the floor jack customer service was terrible. I ask the manager if the sale was still he said no and if I didn't like the price he would put it back. I needed a jack so I bought it,
but I did not go back . I think good help is a hard fine. And it's HF's fault, how? Looks like you felt right to a sale price that no longer existed... At HF, all you have to do is pay attention and usually a few days/weeks the sale price is back. ____ Scott and Liz - South NM 2012 Wildcat Sterling 32RL - w/ level up (best choice ever) 2007 Chevy
2500HD 4dr short bed Duramax w/ allison Reese Fifth airborne ride king pin clutch sidewinder 12-18-2020, 09:02 #68 Junior Member Join date: May 2019 Posts: 18 Just bought a 35ah battery in my trailer mover Just saw 20% off coupon for HGTV magazine and Handyman Magazine. I added a copy. Because Sears is no longer. I pickup
Pittsburgh hand tools vs. Craftsman. I miss Craftsman's tools. They have some good deals and some meh deals. Added Thumbnails 12-18-2020, 09:05 AM #69 Junior Member Join Date: May 2019 Posts: 18 I just bought two of these bags too! Good size for organizing stuff in a garage or basement RV. 12-18-2020, 09:06 #70 Junior
Member Join Date: Nov 2020 Location: Massachusetts Posts: 5 I went last week 15% off coupon to get 3,500 Predator. As mentioned above, 20% usually excludes them and many other items. The cashier searched for all available coupons and current/previous sales and I ended up getting it for $539 instead of the usual $799 or the sale
price of $769. I don't know what that cashier found, but it was impressive. I think it's a factor in a particular store or manager way of doing business, this one is very customer-focused and thankfully 5 miles away. 9:12 #71 Site Team Join Date: March 2008 Location: Louisville, KY Posts: 9369 You were really happy to get that much off
coupon! My local HF recently denied my small 20% off coupon due to a fine print coupon. I was just buying a roll of mig wire at regular prices, but the coupon for the fine print said no so the store said no. I have a lousy 50¢ off a pair of gloves.... I still shop there from time to time, but coupons have lost most of the luster a few years ago.
______ peace! Dan &amp; Rita D 2017 Nissan Titan 5.6L King cab 4wd 1999 Suzuki Invader Motorcycle Blue Ox WD Tow Camping Days 2010-53, 2011-47, 2012-41, 2013-41, 2014-31, 2015-40, 2016-44, 2017-63, 2018-75, 2019-32, 2020-41 12-18-2020, 10:39 #72 Junior Member Enrollment Date: September 2020 Posts: 9 We are in
northern Texas and we have received excellent services and transactions from our entire region harbor freight and stores personnel. About 1.5 years ago we bought a Predator 3500 inverter generator on sale. The manager actually told us to buy an extended warranty, and then before it expires, return the generator to the store and
exchange a new one for any reason. We did just that and maybe three weeks ago back to the first substitute. No questions were asked. We forgot we had to empty all the fuel from ours before they took it away. One of their employees helped my husband run off fuel in the parking lot and loaded a new generator into our truck bed. We
bought another warranty and will change again in 1.5 years. It's not a bad thing that there's always a new generator or almost a new generator! 12-18-2020, 10:52 #73 Senior Member Join Date: June 2020 Location: Ohio Posts: 126 I still get regular emails and editions of sales and coupons and free items. I'm also seeing 20% off coupons
for my car magazines and home improvement magazines. At least Ohio stores are still offering them now. Who knows how COVID will destroy the economy though. ________ 2009 Ford F-250 Super Duty 2021 Forest River Cherokee Wolf Pup 17JG 12-18-2020, 10:54 #74 Senior Member Join Date: June 2020 Location: Ohio Posts: 126
Quote: Originally Posted by bkbonner Just saw 20% off coupon for HGTV magazine and Handyman Magazine. I added a copy. Because Sears is no longer. I pickup Pittsburgh hand tools vs. Craftsman. I miss Craftsman's tools. They have some good deals and some meh deals. Our Lowes here in Ohio is a great Craftsman tool for the
isle! The finished screen is larger than their own Kobalt toolline. ___ 2009 Ford F-250 Super Duty 2021 Forest River Cherokee Wolf Pup 17JG 12-18-2020, 02:28 #75 Senior Member Join date: June 2020 Location: Long Island NY Posts: 133 Quote: Originally posted by Larry-NC Not bench press. Just a big metal toss that resembles that.
Yup, meant throw, I thought I'd use it in the press. I have a 12vis on my desk in my garage. And sometimes it's not big enough to The part I'm working on and two sockets. It has even used two intermediate plates to extract the side. ________ Every stop light is a staging light! 2021 Wolf Pup 16FQ. 2007 Chevy Trailblazer LT 4X4 Tow
Package, Locking Rear, 157K Just pulled 16FQ 1044 miles. Husky Centerline TS32215 WDH Round Bar 400-600Lbs. CURT 51180 Echo Bluetooth Brake Controller (Love it!) 2004 Ford F-150 STX 4X4 Tow Package, 206K Pulling TT in Sand12-18-2020, 2:34 #76 Senior Member Join Date: June 2020 Location: Long Island NY Posts: 133
Quote: Originally posted by Larry NC-Not bench press. Just a big metal toss that resembles that. I even thought about picking it up: ______ Every stop light is a staging light! 2021 Wolf Pup 16FQ. 2007 Chevy Trailblazer LT 4X4 Tow Package, Locking Rear, 157K Just pulled 16FQ 1044 miles. Husky Centerline TS32215 WDH Round Bar
400-600Lbs. CURT 51180 Echo Bluetooth Brake Controller (Love it!) 2004 Ford F-150 STX 4X4 tote package, 206K Pulling TT in Sand 12-18-2020, 5:14 #77 Senior Member Join Date: July 2017 Location: North Seattle, WA Posts: 10354 Quote: Originally Posted by Dsimes Our Lowes here in Ohio is a great artisan tool isle! The finished
screen is larger than their own Kobalt toolline. Craftsman was sold to Stanley/Black and Decker so you can see Craftsman almost everywhere you see stanley or black and decker line. Sears has died almost the same death as the Elephant-eaten Pygmies. One bite at a time. ______ A wise man can change his mind. never does it. You
only get older when you run out of new things to do in 2018 Flagstaff Micro Lite 25BDS 2004 Nissan Titan 01-04-2021, 7:16 PM #78 Junior Member Join Date: March 2016 Posts: 14 Quote: Originally Posted by Beachbourbon Has Harbor Frieght Tools Jumped? I have noticed changes ... retired yellow flyer, no 20% off coupon, no free
stuff, better deals elsewhere, less friendly staff, bigger overhead ... does anyone else notice a trend that seems to end in Harbor Freight Tools? I just went today and hey were bragging about 15% off everything on coupon. Turns out it was the same old 20% off coupon.. but now only 15% Is it just me? It's not just you. HF has begun
marketing higher-priced tools, tool chests, compressors, and they have put many of their standard tools, like the Pittsburgh brand, in a closeout. I was shocked to see their torque keys were $100 and up. 01-04-2021, 07:36 #79 Senior Member Join Misdate: September 2014 Location: Western AZ Posts: 2339 Remember when Kia and
Hyundai sold cheap cars? You get big enough after you can start selling (slowly) better and higher price items and slowly get rid of the cheap ones that you're going to. _____ 2018 Wilderness 2450FB 2021 Chevy Silverado 1500 3.0 Duramax 10 Speed 2021 Chevy Traverse LT 2012 Dodge Challenger If you can think you're a person with
some effect, try to order someone else's dog 01-04-2021, 7:56 #80 Senior Member Join Date: January 2018 Location: Raleigh, NC Posts: 3557 Sort of Quote: Originally Posted on 18LT It's Not Just You. HF has begun marketing higher-priced tools, tool chests, compressors, and they have put many of their standard tools, like the
Pittsburgh brand, in a closeout. I was shocked to see their torque keys were $100 and up. I just bought a Pittsburgh torque wrench on sale for $9.99 and used a 25% coupon to do so. Sales are getting more and more in between, but they're still there. My point is that these are mostly COVID-based changes, although new lines can crowd
out the old one simply because of limited shelf space. On the other hand, if users reject higher-priced lines, the original lines may be pushed out of the higher-priced lines. ____ Larry Sticks and Bricks: Raleigh, NC 2008 Cherokee 38P: at Ivor, VA Permanently Page 4 01-04-2021, 8:11 #81 Senior Member Enrollment Date: August 2018
Posts: 846 JUMPED! It is very clear to me now that if people are posting and discussing actively when you have jumped a shark ... Then you've really jumped on the shark. _____ TV - 2020 RAM 3500 Mega cab SRW with 6.7 Cummins HO &amp;amp; Aisin 6 spd, 4k payload, 23k towing 2002 GMC Yukon XL 2500, 8.1 liter (496ci), 4L85e
and positraction with 3.73 gears TT - 2013 Dutch Aspen Trail 3130 QBS Great bourbon-almost all San Diego craft beer 1-04-2021, 8:27 #82 Member Join Date: Jan 2020 Location: Colorado Posts: 52 I always find a 20% discount on my phone. I imagine that tariffs have everything to do with free. Freebies.
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